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The following results are used in the proof of Theorem 1.
(6) Niu, l)Nit, x) = Niu, x) for any t, u, x E [a, c] (see [3] ). The proof is similar and is therefore omitted. In the rest of the paper we develop similar results for the Green's matrices A and G as a whole-rather than just the upper right hand corner Au and Gik.
Henceforth F=(fij) is any kXk matrix of continuous complex valued functions. Let H=ii -l)i+>fk+i-i,k+i-i); M, N, K and G are defined as above. Let P=(( -l)*5».*+i-y). Note. In the proof of Theorem 3 we use the fact that Mit,x) = T~lN*ix, t) T-a restatement of (7). This is proven in [2, p. 12] only under a more restrictive condition on F. However, the extension of the proof to the present setting is straightforward-the pertinent fact being that H=-T~1F*T. Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose K(t, x) = -T~lG*(x, t)T for every t, x in [a, c].
For a<x<& and b<t<c we have
G(x,t) = N(x,a)UN(a,t).
A simple computation, see (7) above, yields
Hence F+IF+7= -T~lU*T.
On the other hand for b<t<c, b<x<c Hence V= -T~lU*T-I; and therefore W = 0=Bi. Similarly one can show that 732 = 0. This contradiction completes the proof. Theorem 3 readily extends to n point problems for any positive integer n>2.
